Award for Merit – Example citation 1
Anne has guided the Reigate Cub Scouts through some difficult times, often as the only warranted
leader depending on transitory parental help to keep the meetings going. Pack numbers have always
remained healthy and sometimes peaked to very high numbers, which is testament to the quality of
the programme and the continuous hard work Anne has put into the running of the Pack.
For a number of years, Anne’s Pack was the only one in Reigate, feeding another Group’s Scout
Troop, and Anne ensured the relationship worked as well as it could to provide a seamless transition
from one Group to another as her Cubs jumped up. In 2008, the Reigate Groups were formally
joined to form the 1st Reigate and Anne’s whole hearted support and practical help with the merger
was invaluable to the success of the venture.
Anne’s contribution to Cub Scouting in Reigate has been invaluable, as without her dedication and
commitment over the years there would not have been a Cub Pack to take Beavers and feed the
Scout Troops, whether part of the same Group as today or different Group in the past.
Anne has always supported the Group, District and County fully whether at District Camps, St
George’s Day, Church Parades or the many other ways her Pack interact with themselves and the
rest of the Movement. That she has achieved this during many years of limited regular help is a
testament to her relentless dedication, commitment and capability.
I recommend Anne is awarded for her outstanding service to Scouting with a Good Service Award.

Award for Merit – Example citation 2
Since receiving the Chief Scout’s Commendation for Good Service in 2003, Rita has guided the Cub
Scouts through some difficult times, often as the only leader depending on transitory parental help
to keep the meetings going. Pack numbers have always remained healthy and sometimes peaked to
very high numbers, which is a testament to the quality of the programme and continuous hard work
Rita has put in to the running of the Pack.
For a number of years, Rita’s Pack was the only one in the District, feeding another Group’s Scout
Troop and she ensured the relationship worked as well as it could to provide a seamless transition
from one Group to another as her Cubs moved on. In 2009, the two Groups were formally joined to
form one and Rita’s full support and practical help with the merger was invaluable to the venture
being a great success.
Rita’s contribution to Cub Scouting has been outstanding as without her dedication and commitment
over the years there would not have been a Cub Pack to take the Beavers and feed the Scout Troops,
whether part of the same Group or to a different Group.
Rita has always supported Group, District and County fully, whether at camps, St George’s Day and
Church Parades or the many other ways her Cub pack have interacted with themselves and the rest
of the Movement. Her achievements during the last 15 years are a testament to her relentless
dedication, commitment and outstanding service to Scouting.

